Complete Trip - ITS4US Program ConOps Webinar: Chat Log Transcript – Atlanta Regional Commission (07/14/21)

Yusuf Mohamedshah: Is the audio available through computer or not?

Steven Stock: I believe audio is only via phone

Madeline Steele (TriMet): Will a recording of this webinar be available online?

Madeline Steele (TriMet): Never mind, this slide answered my question.

Carlos Alban (ITS America): For those of you just joining the webinar, you will only be able to access the audio conference by using the conference call line provided. You can join the audio conference by calling 1-866-398-2885 and use the passcode 426684

Carlos Alban (ITS America): As a friendly reminder, please feel free to provide any questions for our presenters in this chat pod. Thank you.

Sam Baker: How were the awardees selected? What criteria were used for such selection?

Marcy Jaffe: How are HIPPA compliance for all data exchanges for all partners? if the curb cuts or sidewalks are unavailable for portions of the trip so the traveler has no good options available

Karl Wunderlich (Noblis): @Sam Baker, here is a link to the solicitation in SAM.gov, selection process and criteria are detailed here:
https://sam.gov/opp/09484974f0d04253b27f6469827ee4b5/view

Victor: What will be your success criteria for your major steps?

Norman C Schenck: How will you adjust DOT street traffic flow when users can add "crossing times" at intersections. Seems like that would be a challenge to keep light timings good for traffic

Victor: Good Job and good luck!

Tracey Mason Glass: Thanks for your time

Ossama Ramadan, PhD, PE (CDM Smith): Great job! Thank you for this presentation.

Caleb Diehl (IBI Group): Great presentation, thank you!

Shub Mohanty 2: Thank you. Great Presentation.